
 
Small in size,  
big on comfort
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To get more out of your  therapy, pair your Swift FX Nano  
with ResMed’s S9™ Series of sleep therapy devices.  

Visit www.resmed.com.au for more information.

Features designed for  
patient usability

Quick fitting headgear with easy adjusting notches on  
the top strap. Set once and forget!

Two-point support has minimal contact on the face for all-round 
vision plus ‘lock and key’ for easy headgear detachment.

SoftEdgeTM fabric back strap is soft and comfortable, 
with quick-setting fasteners.

 All-soft nasal cushion with a modified dual-wall design  
and Spring-Air TechnologyTM is comfortably soft to wear.

 Ultra smooth ball-joint with tube swivel provides 360°  
of unimpeded movement.

Whisper-quiet vents distribute air away from you and your 
bed partner gently and quietly – just 25 dBA.*

Cushion tab hinges adapt to improve flexibility between 
the cushion and the headgear.

 Spring-flex tubing minimises tube drag on the mask to 
provide a dependable seal.

*  Declared dual numbered noise emission values (with  
uncertainty 3 dBA) in accordance with ISO 4871.e1.
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Swift  FX NanoTM

NASAL MASK

Swift   FX Nano for HerTM

NASAL MASK
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Slip into something compact 
and comfortable
Swift FX Nano is flexible during movement, so you can 
sleep in a number of different positions including side 
sleeping, while maintaining a comfortable seal and 
enjoying a high level of comfort. With its slip-on headgear 
and all-soft cushion, Swift FX Nano is simple to use.

Less mask. More you.

Open, streamlined design
The Swift FX Nano nasal mask combines the open, 
streamlined design of a nasal pillows mask that many  
users love, with the natural breathing comfort of a nasal 
mask. Its two-point headgear ensures minimal contact on 
the face and fits quickly with minimal adjustment making 
set-up easier. So now you can easily use your mask  
while you wear glasses, read or watch television. 

Comfort makes a world  
of difference
Swift FX Nano is designed to deliver an 
excellent user experience, without 
compromising on the big things that  
matter… like comfort, fit and ease of  
use. It comes with soft wraps for  
added comfort and to help reduce  
facial marking. The headgear is 
quick and easy to fit, and you only  
need to set it once. Plus with  
just three main parts, wearing,  
cleaning and assembling your  
mask has never been easier.

Swift FX Nano for Her 
Swift FX Nano for Her offers women all the benefits of 
Swift FX Nano along with a specially designed cushion and 
smaller headgear to offer a fit range specifically for women.
Whether you wear your hair short or long, under or over 
the pink backstrap, it complements your personal style.


